
Bronze
Medallion 
AT HOME TRAINING
WEEKS 1-4

This Bronze Medallion training program helps build a 
physical fitness for lifesaving duties, achievable without 
lifesaving or gym equipment. 

The exercises are beach and water-based surf rescue training tasks, as well 
as the Bronze Medallion physical assessment.
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Welcome to your Bronze Medallion physical training program. Life Saving Victoria 
have teamed up with training partners, Human Performance Science, to design 
training programs, without the need for access to lifesaving or gym equipment.
The programs are designed to help you build a baseline fitness for lifesaving duties, for the 
upcoming season. The exercises included in each session are designed to help you build 
functional fitness for the Bronze Medallion competency. The exercises are aligned with 
beach and water-based lifesaving tasks, as well as the physical assessment,  
the run-swim-run. 

How to use the Program
To start, look at the BRONZE MEDALLION 4 WEEK SCHEDULE below. This schedule 
recommends the sessions to complete for the upcoming 4 weeks. To know which exercises 
are included in each session, see the pages that follow.
All the exercises are recommendations, based on general lifesaving demands. However, if you have 
individual needs, such as other training demands, or injuries, you are welcome to modify the programs 
to suit your needs. The same applies to the days of the week you train. You can move the training 
days, or times, if it suits. However, we recommend you allow at least 24 hours between sessions.
If you are injured, we suggest you do not attempt any part of the session that will likely exacerbate the 
injury. Additionally, if you experience pain when performing any part of the session, cease the exercise 
and remove it from the session until the issue can be rectified.

Good luck with your training!

BRONZE MEDALLION CERTIFICATE 4-WEEK SCHEDULE
MON TUES WED THUR FRI SAT SUN

WEEK 1
am Session C

pm Session A Session B

WEEK 2
am Session C

pm Session A Session B Session D

WEEK 3
am Session C1

pm Session A1 Session B1 Session D

WEEK 4
am Session C1

pm Session A1 Session B1 Session D1

Session A and Session C are circuit sessions. They are designed to target the whole body using 
bodyweight exercises to build musculoskeletal fitness.
• Perform a brief warm up before each circuit.
• Try and perform all exercises in the circuit. 

Once you finish one exercise, move straight to 
the next exercise. 

• Perform as many circuits as you feel 
comfortable or have the time for.

• You can adjust equipment, weights, distances or 
repetitions to suit your level of strength or fitness.

Session B and Session D are designed to target the cardiovascular system to build aerobic and 
anaerobic fitness.

 
For instructions on each session, please see the following pages.



Session A 
ENVIRONMENT: Home, front or back yard, local park

Exercise 1: SQUAT – 20 reps
• Set your feet shoulder-width apart, toes slightly turned out.
• Slowly bend at the knees and drop your hips to lower your body. 
• At the bottom of the exercise pause for a moment and then push back up to the 

starting position, mirroring the descent.

Exercise 2: PUSH UP (with hand release) – 10 reps
• Start in a high-plank position with your shoulders stacked over your wrists and core 

engaged.
• Lower down until your chest hits the floor, keep elbows at a 45-degree angle from 

your torso.
• At the bottom, pick your hands up to hover off the floor.
• Then, place your palms back down, engage your core, leg and glute muscles, and 

without arching or rounding your spine, push up into your high plank.

Exercise 3: SINGLE-ARM CARRY – 3 x carries per side
• Squat down and grasp an object (e.g. loaded bucket) in one hand by the side of 

your body, then stand back up.
• Begin the movement by walking forward, making sure to engage your abs as you move.
• Once you reach the prescribed distance, place the object down, turn around and 

begin again.
• Once you get back to the start point, switch arms.

Exercise 4: REVERSE LUNGE – 10 reps per side
• Stand upright, with your hands at your hips, take a large step backward with your 

left foot.
• Lower your hips so that your right thigh (front leg) becomes parallel to the floor with 

your right knee positioned directly over your ankle. 
• Your left knee should be bent at a 90-degree angle and pointing toward the floor 

with your left heel lifted.
• Return to standing by pressing your right heel into the floor and bringing your left 

leg forward to complete one rep before swapping legs.

Exercise 5: RUSSIAN TWIST – 10 reps per side
• Begin from a position that resembles stopping midway through a sit-up, keeping 

your feet in contact with the floor if required.
• Twist your upper body side to side touching your hands down on each side as you go.
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SESSION A1 = add a backpack to your SQUAT and / or PUSH UP, extend 
the weight or the distance of your SINGLE-ARM CARRY, add moving a 
weight to the RUSSIAN TWIST.



Session B 
ENVIRONMENT: Home, front or back yard, local park

Part 1: WARM UP
• Walk briskly (with purpose) for 3-5 minutes and perform some arm circles and 

moving them overhead then rearward then out wide at shoulder level.
• Slow your walking pace and intermittently perform some deep squats and 

lunges.
• Complete a dozen star-jumps and some side-stepping before doing any 

personal stretches you feel that you need to (or that you know work for you).

Part 2: STEADY PACE (10 minutes)
• Within the first few minutes find a pace or effort level that equates to about  

5 / 10.
• Maintain this effort level for the remainder of PART 2.

Part 3: HIIT
• Ideally perform PART 3 on level grassed surface.
• WORK efforts performed @ 8 / 10 : RECOVERY periods at walking pace.
• 90s WORK : 60s RECOVERY x 2
• 60s rest
• 60s WORK : 30s RECOVERY x 3
• 30s rest
• 30s WORK : 15s RECOVERY x 4

Part 4: COOL DOWN
• Walk at a comfortable pace for 3-5 minutes getting your breathing under control 

and performing some upper body stretches as you go.
• Find an open space to do some lower body stretches, paying particular 

attention to hip flexors, glutes, hamstrings, quadriceps and calves.
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SESSION B1 = try and step it up a little bit during the HIIT part of the 
session. Work just a little bit harder. Run faster. Increase the duration of your 
WORK efforts. Recover for less time between WORK efforts (or be more 
active during those rest periods; jog instead of walk).



Session C 
ENVIRONMENT: Home, front or back yard, local park

Exercise 1: PICK UP + PRESS – 20 reps
• Squat down to grasp an object (e.g. backpack) with both hands.
• Pushing through the whole foot stand back upright and transition the object to your chest.
• Press the object overhead before returning it to the ground (the reverse of how you 

got it over our head).

Exercise 2: W.I.T.Y (shoulder + upper back) – 3 reps per 
position
• Lay face down on the floor.
•  Aim is to hover your arms off the floor by contracting muscles in your shoulders 

and upper back.
• W = bent arms, elbows slightly lower than shoulders; I = arms extended above 

head (or by your sides if above head causes pain); T = arms extended out to the 
side; Y = arms making a “Y” above your head.

• Maintain static holds for 3-5 seconds in each position.
• Keep contact between your forehead and the floor throughout.

Exercise 3: KNEELING SUPERMAN – 5 reps per side
• Adopt a posture on all fours on the floor (knees and shoulders at 90-degrees).
• Hands and knees should be shoulder width apart.
• Under control extend the alternate arm and leg (think reaching more than lifting).
• After a brief pause, lower the arm and leg back to their start position and swap sides. 

Exercise 4: STANDING CALF RAISE – 20 reps
• Stand with the balls of your feet on the edge of a step (with something close by to 

help maintain balance).
• Let your heels drop slightly lower than the balls then push up until you are standing 

on the balls of your feet.
• After a brief pause, lower yourself under control back to the start position.

Exercise 5: GLUTE BRIDGE – 10 reps
• Lay on your back on the floor with your knees at 90-degrees and your feet flat on 

the floor.
• With your hands by your sides (or folded across your chest) push through your 

heels, and squeeze your glutes to lift your hips off the floor until you form a straight 
line between your knees to shoulders.

• After a brief pause relax your glutes to lower your hips back to their start position.
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SESSION C1 = increase the weight of your PICK UP + PRESS, extend 
the duration of the W.I.T.Y holds, turn the KNEELING SUPERMAN into a 
SUPERMAN PLANK, shift to doing single-leg STANDING CALF RAISE, try 
extending one leg during the GLUTE BRIDGE.



Session D 
ENVIRONMENT: Home, front or back yard, local park

Part 1: WARM UP
• Walk briskly (with purpose) for 3-5 minutes and perform some arm circles and 

moving them overhead then rearward then out wide at shoulder level.
• Slow your walking pace and intermittently perform some deep squats and 

lunges. 
• Complete a dozen star-jumps and some side-stepping before doing any 

personal stretches you feel that you need to (or that you know work for you).

Part 2: CARDIO (30 minutes; moderate effort)
• Within the first 5 minutes find a pace or effort level which you classify as 

“moderate” (for reference this should be an effort rating of around 6 out of 10) 
and think you will be capable of maintaining for the duration of PART 2. (NOTE: 
you should still be able to speak at this level of exercise intensity).

• If you find yourself unable to maintain this “moderate” effort during the 30 
minutes then drop the intensity level for a short period of time before readopting 
your original effort level. 

• Can be helpful to perform this as an “out and back” type setup where you 
turnaround at the 15 minute (halfway) mark and make your way back to the 
start.

Part 3: COOL DOWN
• Walk at a comfortable pace for 3-5 minutes getting your breathing under control 

and performing some upper body stretches as you go.
• Find an open space to do some lower body stretches, paying particular 

attention to hip flexors, glutes, hamstrings, quadriceps and calves.
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SESSION D1 = try and step it up a little bit during the 30 minutes steady 
state. Work just a little bit harder. Walk or jog faster. Cover more distance. If 
you have been finding yourself unable to maintain your effort for the entirety 
then this is a great goal for this session. 
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For more 
information contact
Email: volunteertraining@lsv.com.au 
Phone: (03) 9676 6900

www.lsv.com.au

Life Saving Victoria 
200 The Boulevard, 
Port Melbourne, VIC 3207 

© Life Saving Victoria 2020 | VERSION 1.0

1 Life Saving Victoria (LSV) accepts no responsibility or liability for 
this Activity. It is undertaken by participants at their own risk.  
This Activity can be inherently dangerous. 

2 Participants:

a] release and will release LSV from all Claims that they may have or
may have had but for this release arising from or in connection with
their participation in the Activity; and

b] indemnify and will keep indemnified LSV to the extent permitted by
law in respect of any Claim by any person arising as a result of or
in connection with participation in the Activity.

c] Claim means and includes any action, suit, proceeding, claim,
demand, damage, penalty, cost or expense however arising
including but not limited to negligence.




